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2012-3-19 12:01 upload and download the attachment (108.87 KB) in the past few years, we see the Adidas Originals ZX 500 are
simple color presentation, and the launch of the Adidas Originals ZX 500 gray / red / green products quite brisk, shoes with green
nylon material as base material, toe and heel join the parcel light grey suede material, red tongue and heel stable, above the black
rubber outsole also took the green and white EVA in the end, three silver bars and a brand logo, bring us a feeling of luxury, eyes a
look also Christmas coming? This section is now available in Caliroots, like friends can pay attention to.

seen adiZero Rose Dominate Ross's new shoes, we have to think of our Adidas another main players of Warcraft Howard. The
Adidas Dwight Howard also designed the 2011-2012 season new boots. Unlike the adiPower Howard 1, adiPower Howard 2 is
completely deviated from the new design last year, this shoe vamp uses texture synthesis, 3 stripes design not only beautiful, but also
provide upper support and good protection, and exaggerated external heel design and support. Like the adiZero Rose Dominate we
saw, the miCoach brand appeared at the bottom, suggesting that next year's basketball shoes will be heavily used by Adidas's
fitness tracking system. In addition to the standard Orlando magic colors, black / gray and orange, there is also an "interesting"
Chinese version of the "olive" matte finish. From the shape and technology of shoes, it is more suitable for fans of various positions,
and more suitable for actual combat. 
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